
Associate Professor Dr. Janis Dale and Lab Instructor Monica Cliveti recently travelled to Europe to 

establish connections with the Babes-Bolyai University Geoscience faculty in Cluj-Napoca, Romania to 

explore opportunities to run a geology field course in Romania. Dr. Lory Silye from the Department of 

Geology at Babes-Bolyai University led them on a field trip covering a wide range of potential geological 

sites for the proposed Geological International Field course (GEOL 497) for undergraduate and graduate 

students. They drove some 4000 km in two weeks exploring multiple geological sites modern to 

Precambrian in age and representing a variety of geological terrains from the Carpathian Mountains 

through the Transylvannian Sedimentary Basin to the huge delta of the Danube River.   

The road in the photo is the 

Transfagarasan, road considered by the 

show Top Gear as the world’s most 

beautiful and at the same time most 

dangerous road. And both of them 

drove it! The road reaches a maximum 

altitude of 2060m and cuts through the 

glaciated valley of the Carpathian 

Mountains with the Transylvannian 

Sedimentary Basin in the distance.   

 

 

The antiquity of geological study in Romania is astounding and recorded by the large number of new 

minerals found in this small country and the many Geological Museums found throughout the country 

and within each university. The two of them saw the actual type localities where new minerals have 

been discovered and added to the international mineral index.  They visited former and current mining 

sites to observe mineralization and host rocks, visible in spectacular exposures, such as the pillow 

basalts of an active copper/zinc mine.   

In the photo, Lab Instructor 

Monica Cliveti is looking at the 

freshly exposed Neogene pillow 

basalts in the Zam Quarry.  



In the photo above, Dr. Dale is 

looking at a calcareous formation 

known as “the elf’s house” in the 

Bears’Cave, Apuseni Mountains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amongst others, they toured a salt mine where extraction has occurred since the Roman times. Today 

salt layers are visible along the cave walls and the larger caverns have been made into an underground 

amusement park!   

 

Representative samples of rocks and minerals found in volcanic, sedimentary and metamorphic settings 

were collected for further study and to enhance the learning opportunity for Canadian students and 

faculty. At present they are working on developing a field trip, study guide and course exercises for 

future field trips to Romania. 

 


